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Leica ZRover
Faster, more accurate asset management

4 ways for
faster, more
accurate asset
management
With the Leica ZRover solution you can
take 4 simple steps towards digital asset
management on a construction site,
allowing you to:

1

Navigate accurately to a location to
carry out both new and existing
installations, and check the
accuracy against the CAD drawing.

2

Accurately measure the installation
of new or existing assets.

3

Digitally record the length, direction
and depth of an installed asset.

4

Record asset conditions with
accompanying photos and
descriptions for future reference
and maintenance.

Learn more about
the Leica ZRover
Visit leica-geosystems.com/en-gb

Leica Geosystems
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Leica Geosystems Ltd
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Remotely Piloted
Airborne Laser Scanning System

RiCOPTER

ULS

®

with RIEGL VUX-SYS

» 25 kg MTOM
(Maximum Take-Off Mass)
» 6.5 kg sensor payload
» flight endurance with max.
payload up to 30 minutes
» stable flight characteristics
» foldable arms for easy
transportation and storage
VISIT US AT
September 26-28, 2017
Berlin | hall 4.1, booth C4.032

Fully integrated LiDAR system solution
for professional UAS surveying missions
The RiCOPTER is a high-performance UAS
equipped with the RIEGL VUX-SYS airborne
scanning system to offer a fully integrated
turnkey solution.
The robust and reliable platform design
integrates the RIEGL VUX-1UAV LiDAR sensor,
IMU/GNSS unit with antenna, control unit, and
digital cameras. The turnkey system provides
remarkable
measuring
characteristics:
230° Field of View, 350,000 meas./sec.,
range up to several hundred meters, 10 mm
accuracy, and multiple target capability.
RiCOPTER is ideally suited for applications such
as agriculture & forestry, topography in opencast mining, terrain and canyon mapping,
cultural heritage documentation, corridor
mapping, and many more.
The RiCOPTER is the first fully integrated LiDAR
UAS solution from one single manufacturer!

www.riegl.com
RIEGL LMS GmbH, Austria | RIEGL USA Inc. | RIEGL Japan Ltd. | RIEGL China Ltd.

FOREWORD

by Peter Tapken

New Geospatial Product Developments and Applications
What Does Geo-matching.com User Data Tell Us About Technological Advancement?

The rate of technological development in the
geospatial industry is increasingly fast. Advances
in unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) technology
and sensor technology are influencing the
development of photogrammetric software.
Unmanned surface vehicles (USVs) have become
a lot smaller and are very interesting for surveyors
who perform lake and river surveys, for instance.
In this Engineering Surveying Showcase, you will
find a detailed overview of the latest unmanned
aerial systems (UASs or ‘drones’), inertial
navigation systems (INSs), photogrammetric
software, spectral imaging cameras and USVs.
We also provide an insight into the state-of-theart technology and share some practical tips for
selecting a suitable product.
Geospatial technologies are attracting increased
interest across several disciplines and application
areas. Spectral imaging, for example, is now used
for quality control in industrial applications, precision
agriculture, geology and urban mapping. The
market for spectral imaging is rapidly expanding
and comprises an increasing range of vendors and
camera models. Therefore, surveying and mapping
professionals who are relatively new to this field may
struggle to gain an overview of which equipment is
most suitable for their own applications.
UASs can map larger areas with more accuracy
and with more compatible cameras (RGB, Lidar and
spectral imaging). The diffusion of UAVs and sensor
possibilities has pushed photogrammetry companies
to develop software to satisfy a growing and more
heterogeneous market. UAV applications are increasing
in complexity and it is becoming more common
for them to deliver products beyond the traditional
photogrammetric workflow. Many applications now
require automated DTM extraction, scene classification
exploiting both images and point clouds as well as
detection and tracking of features of interest. There
have also been a lot of INS-related developments. For
example, micro-electro mechanical sensors (MEMS) are
becoming smaller and cheaper and are very suitable
INSs for highly mobile applications such as a UAV/USV.
If coupled to a GNSS, MEMS can be accurate enough
for most autonomous applications.
USVs have become significantly smaller over recent
years, making them ideal for inshore and coastal

areas such as confined lakes, rivers,
streams and quarry lakes. The
surveyor needs access to only a
relatively small area of surface water
to launch and retrieve the USV.
Thanks to today’s choice of compact
USVs, a team of just two operators
is sufficient to manage them.
In view of the current pace of
product developments, it can be
difficult to keep track of what is
currently available on the market.
Peter Tapken, Content Manager

Geo-matching.com is a great tool
Geo-matching.com
for anyone looking for a detailed
product overview. Since its introduction in 2012, the
Geo-matching.com database has evolved into the
largest product database for surveying, navigation and
machine guidance, featuring 420 suppliers, 83 product
categories and more than1,800 products. Geo-matching.
com is currently used by more than 25,000 geospatial
professionals every month to find and compare products,
see case studies/videos and contact suppliers directly.
This large amount of user data provides unique
insights into the types of products that geospatial
professionals are looking for and also highlights
geographical trends.
This is the first year that the majority of our visitors
are from Asia, boosted in particular by India and
Indonesia. In Europe, most users originate from
Western Europe, but Eastern Europe has seen strong
growth and is not far behind. In the Americas, most
users are still from North America but the number
of South American visitors is increasing very rapidly.
Africa is still relatively low in terms of user numbers,
but the growth rate is 200%!
The most popular categories were total stations,
GNSS receivers, UAS, photogrammetric software
and GIS software.
Needless to say, it would be necessary to examine
more data sources in order to gain a thorough insight
into the market situation. Nevertheless, this analysis
of the behaviour of Geo-matching.com visitors
provides some relevant and interesting results!
This Engineering Surveying Showcase presents an
overview of selected products from Geo-matching.
com. For a complete product overview, please visit
Geo-matching.com and explore the database for
yourself. Happy reading!
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GEOPOSITIONING SOLUTIONS

www.topconpositioning.co.uk
Tel: 0845 450 4300

WITH YOU ALL THE WAY
With Topcon by your side, getting the lay of the land is a whole lot easier. Go the distance
with a range of geopositioning solutions including fully robotic and integrated GNSS receivers.

UAV MAPPING

Applanix and Think 3D Deliver
UAV Lidar Mapping with DG
Historically, Lidar-based
aerial surveys were
impractical for all but the
very largest UAVs due to the
size and power constraints
required. But Applanix and
Think 3D have joined forces
to not only make airborne
Lidar scans from small
drones possible but also
practical, cost effective,
highly accurate.

Applanix has developed a small,
lightweight and low powered DG
(Direct Georeferencing) solution and
applied it to Think 3D’s Stormbee
multicopter, integrated with
Trimble’s AP15, to make it possible
and deliver maximum efficiency,
accuracy and performance for
Lidar surveys from any unmanned
vehicle.
An Integrated Solution
The Stormbee is a directly
georeferenced UAV Lidar solution
for 3D Industrial Mapping
applications, designed to collect
survey grade spatial data in a
significantly more cost effective
and efficient way than static
Lidar.
Stormbee uses 3D mapping
technology including Faro’s Focus
130 laser scanner, Trimble’s AP15
GNSS/Inertial receiver, Applanix’s
POSPac UAV GNSS/Inertial
Post-Processing software and
Stormbee’s proprietary Beeflex
software for Lidar Point Cloud
Generation.
Challenge and Solution
Industrial applications (GNSS
denied environments) pose unique

The Stormbee, a FARO Focus 130 laser scanner, and the AP15.

challenges for laser scanning using
traditional static systems due
to obstructions and poor signal
environments. These issues lead
to increased costs and operational
time.
By using the Trimble AP15 with
two antenna and the Applanix
post-processing software (POSPac
MMS) for georeferencing the
Lidar data, Stormbee provides
an accurate real-time and post
mission solution for all motion
variables.
Results
Applanix has brought together its
decades of experience in multifrequency, multi-constellation
Differential GNSS and inertial based
positioning and orientation with
small-form factor hardware and
software, to produce a DG solution

for professional aerial mapping on
UAVs.
Some of the benefits include:
• Compact, easy-to-operate and
cost-effective
• Centimetre level mobile
positioning accuracy for 3D
mapping products
• Improved productivity – with
optimized workflow from data
capture to georeferenced point
cloud generation
• Superior visualization – Lidar
scanners provide more accurate
information of structures than
camera technologies
With a system delivering better
than 5cm accuracy (RMS) and high
resolution. Stormbee and Applanix
offer unequaled 3D detail from a
platform moving at speeds up to
15m/s.
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Company

Productname

BaySpec, Inc.

BaySpec, Inc.

BaySpec, Inc.

AisaKESTREL

OCI™ UAV Airborne

OCI-M Multispectral

OCI-F Series

Hyperspectral UAV

Hyperspectral Cameras

camera

Aeroscout GmbH

Payload
Camera Controller

Length [m]

0.5

0.1

0.12

Width [m]

0.35

0.1

0.11

Height [m]

0.3

0.04

0.03

Weight [kg]

15

0.4

0.450

LiPo 14.8V

19 V.

OXTS xNav500

GPS

Power requirements
Type of GNSS/INS positioning system

Camera Unit

Camera unit Length [m]

0.08

0.08

0.14

Camera unit Width [m]

0.06

0.06

0.07

Camera unit Height [m]

0.06

0.06

0.07

Camera unit Weight [kg]

0.18

0.180

0.570

USB 3.0

< 2 W (USB 3.0 power)

< 3 W (USB 3.0 power)

Power requirements
Multi- & Hyperspectral Sensor
Characteristics

Numer of spectral channels

92

220

8

220

Spectral resolution [nm]

6.9

2

10

3

2048px

< 1mm^2/pixel
40

9.2

21

12 - 35

9.2

21

Type of CCD or CMOS
Image resolution
Field of View Horizontal [deg]

40

Field of View Vertical [deg]

5

Pixel size [µm]

10

Dynamic range [bits]
Frame rate (f/s)

50

120

120

Thermal Sensor Characteristics

Min. temperature sensing [°C]

5

Max. temperature sensing [°C]

40

Accuracy of temp. measurement
Operation Characteristics

Platforms (e.g. Helicopter, fixed wing)

Scout B-330 UAV Helicopter

Any

The OCI™-UAV
hyperspectral cameras are

Scout B1-100 UAV

designed specifically for use

Helicopter

on unmanned aerial vehicles/
systems (UAV/UAS), or
remotely operated vehicles
(ROV).
Min. flying height [m]

30

Max. flying height [m]

200

Min. operation temperature [°C]

5

-20

Max. operation temperature [°C]

40

60

Application and use

Training facilities

8

Yes

Optional
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Hyper and Multispectral Cameras
Resonon, Inc.

senseFly

Pika L Hyperspectral

Pika NIR-320

Parrot Sequoia

Imaging Camera

Hyperspectral Imaging

Phase One A/S

Resonon, Inc.

4-Band Multispectral
Solution

Company

Productname

Camera
Camera Controller

0.29

Length [m]

0.225

Width [m]

0.109

Height [m]

4.6

Weight [kg]

28 V DC

Power requirements

Supports any NMEA system.

Onboard GPS, IMU and

Supports several leading

magnetometer

Type of GNSS/INS positioning system

systems in event mode
Camera Unit

0.18

0.010

0.296

0.0185

Camera unit Length [m]

0.09

0.013

0.0110

0.059

Camera unit Width [m]

0.09

0.005

0.089

0.041

Camera unit Height [m]

1.68

0.6

2.7

0.072

Camera unit Weight [kg]

10W

3.4 W via USB3.0.

12V,5A

USB Powered: 5W typical

Power requirements
Multi- & Hyperspectral Sensor
Characteristics

4

247

164

2.1

4.9

NA
Up to 11608 x 8708MP

4

Spectral resolution [nm]

InGaAs
Pushbroom imager - 900

Pushbroom imager - 320

spatial pixels per line

spatial pixels per line

Numer of spectral channels
Type of CCD or CMOS

16 megapixel

Image resolution
Field of View Horizontal [deg]
Field of View Vertical [deg]

4.6

5.86

30

16

12

14

10

Dynamic range [bits]

2

247

520

1

Frame rate (f/s)

5

5

Min. temperature sensing [°C]

40

40

Max. temperature sensing [°C]

Pixel size [µm]

Thermal Sensor Characteristics

NA

Accuracy of temp. measurement
Operation Characteristics

Helicopter, Fixed wing.

Compatible with our

Compatible with our

Designed for every drone.

Lightweight and compact:

airborne, benchtop and

airborne, benchtop, and

Sequoia can be easily

easy to install in small aerial

outdoor scanning systems.

outdoor scanning systems.

integrated into both kinds

Platforms (e.g. Helicopter, fixed wing)

of drones: fixed-wing and

platforms

multi-rotor.

0

10

Min. flying height [m]

30000

150

Max. flying height [m]

-10

Min. operation temperature [°C]

40

Max. operation temperature [°C]
Application and use

optional

optional

optional

No

Training facilities
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SPECTRAL IMAGING

by TOBIAS H. KURZ AND SIMON J. BUCKLEY

A Review of Key Specifications

Spectral Imaging Cameras
Going beyond the three visible bands and limited spectral range available
in conventional digital cameras opens up a wealth of new possibilities
for identification, mapping and measurement of surface and material
properties. The application of spectral imaging is currently seeing increased
interest across multiple disciplines and application areas including quality
control in industrial applications, agriculture, geological and environmental
or urban mapping, to name just a few.

The market is rapidly expanding
and comprises of an increasing
range of vendors and camera
models. Consequently, surveying
and mapping professionals
new to this field may struggle
to gain an overview of the main
considerations when assessing
the pros and cons of available
equipment suitable for their
own applications. This article
attempts to shed light on the
main specifications to consider
when choosing a spectral
camera. We focus on a selection
of properties that set spectral
imagers apart from conventional
photographic cameras with
emphasis on the visible to thermal
infrared wavelength. As spectral
imaging is based on physical

laws and relationships, measuring
surface energy as a function of
material and wavelength, special
considerations for spectral
cameras apply.
General camera design
For spectral imagers a few key
features are significant when
choosing cameras for specific
applications. While multispectral
cameras provide only a few
(typically <10) relatively broad
spectral bands, hyperspectral
cameras are characterised by a
higher number (often >100) of
narrow spectral bands, resulting
in near-continuous spectral
curves, which allow even minor
material differences to be
distinguished.

Figure 1, Example of a multispectral camera (MicaSense RedEdge) with 5 bands within the visible and near infrared,
applied from a UAV for vegetation mapping.

Both frame cameras and line
sensors are common in spectral
imaging, each giving significant
differences in image acquisition
and resulting image geometry, as
well as potential optical aberration
and misalignments effects. Due
to the high number of bands,
hyperspectral imagers are often
designed as line (pushbroom)
sensors, which require movement
either of the one-dimensional
sensor line, or of the scanning
objects to obtain an image. Recent
developments have seen the
introduction of frame hyperspectral
imagers, though these are
currently limited to lower spectral
resolution and to the visible and
near infrared spectral range.
Hyperspectral line sensors acquire
spectral bands simultaneously
for all pixels within the sensor
line, resulting in a time offset
between image lines. In contrast,
hyperspectral frame cameras
acquire, band-wise, all pixels of the
2D array simultaneously, resulting
in a time offset between the bands.
Consequently for many spectral
imagers, the image acquisition
time is not only related to the
exposure.
As with other imaging and 3D
measurement devices, size, weight
and energy consumption can be
crucial, such as for use on UAV
platforms. Lightweight UAVready multispectral cameras are
becoming increasingly common.
Hyperspectral imagers suitable
for UAV mounting are also
available, although currently
limited to visible and near infrared
wavelengths. However, compact
lightweight camera designs
often require compromises
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SPECTRAL IMAGING

Y

Figure 2, Example of a hyperspectral line (pushbroom) camera (HySpex SWIR-320m) with 240 bands within the short wave infrared range in a setup for geological field
mapping. Resulting hyperspectral image integrated with a 3D terrain model.

regarding spectral resolution and
performance.
Spectral range
The spectral range determines the
region of electromagnetic radiation
measurable with the chosen device,
and is often given in wavelength,
or sometimes frequency, often
expressed in wavenumbers (cm1). The spectral range is vital to
choose according to the target
materials of interest, requiring
a certain amount of knowledge
of the expected diagnostic
spectral properties. Different
photoconductive sensor designs
are required to cover different
spectral ranges. While multispectral
devices can provide discontinuous
bands within different spectral
ranges, by integrating multiple
lenses, filters and CCD/CMOS
chips, hyperspectral sensors
typically cover a continuous
spectral range. Few cameras
embed multiple photoconductive
sensors to cover broader spectral
ranges with a single device, and
currently, no single device covers
all spectral ranges from visible to
thermal infrared.
Spectral resolution
Spectral resolution is not only
characterised by the number

of spectral bands, but also
other parameters such as band
sampling and band width. For
hyperspectral sensors the value
given for the spectral resolution
often refers to the band sampling,
which is the distance between
the band centers. The band width
refers to the spectral response
functions and is akin to a “spectral
footprint”, often expressed
as full wave at half maximum
(FWHM). The band width often
slightly increases with increased
wavelength. High-end, high
performance instruments minimise
the spectral overlap between
neighboring spectral bands.
Spectral resolution is an important
characteristic determining the
level of detail to which spectral
properties can be analysed, and
therefore whether subtle material
differences can be successfully
discriminated.
Performance
measurements
Performance measurements
of spectral imagers is a broad
topic, which can be only touched
upon here. Parameters such as
inherent sensor noise or optical
aberrations should be carefully
considered when choosing an
instrument with appropriate

application performance.
The inherent sensor noise is
often given as a single value
expressed as the signal to
noise ratio (SNR), though SNR
is wavelength-dependent and
should be therefore considered
as a function of the spectral
bands. Furthermore the SNR
can be determined in different
ways, making it difficult to
compare non-standardised
instrument specifications. Many
hyperspectral imagers are
designed as line sensors with
diffraction gratings. In these
sensors, keystone and smile
effects appear as spectral
distortion, and are thus critical
performance measures. The
keystone parameter expresses
the inaccuracy of band-to-band
registration, while the smile effect
is the result of a wavelength shift
between the pixels of the sensor
line.
Final remarks
The development of spectral
imaging technology is progressing
rapidly and more trend-setting
developments can be expected.
This allows users, to an increasing
degree, to choose camera models
adjusted and best optimised for
their desired applications.
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MOBILE MAPPING

A Smart Mobile Mapping
System Which Uses Inertial,
GNSS and SLAM Technology
VIAMETRIS is a precursor in the development of SLAM-based solutions.
Two years ago, the company released the iMS3D, an indoor mapping
system based on SLAM technology. Capitalising on this experience, the
company has just launched a new solution: the vMS3D, a mobile mapping
system combining the best of inertial, GNSS and SLAM technology to offer
an innovative solution with an attractive performance/price ratio.

The VMS3D
vMS3D looks like a classic
Mobile Mapping System (MMS).
It integrates a 360° camera, a
rotating Lidar and an internal
navigation system with a GNSS
receiver. The straightforward
automatic workflow does not show
the subtle and yet sophisticated
internal computation that makes it
unique or the additional Lidar used
for SLAM computation. After the
acquisition, the post- processing
software, named PPiMMS,
automatically analyses the
situations where GNSS is sufficient,
where inertial is preferred or where
SLAM is required.

vMS3D colourised
point cloud.

The Best of Three Worlds
The vMS3D solution takes into
account the advantages and
disadvantages of each technology,
depending on their conditions of
use. When the GNSS receiver

provides reliable data, for instance
in open sky environment, the
solution simply relies on its position.
If a GNSS outage or disturbance
occurs, the system then chooses
between inertial or SLAM-based
data.
Position computed from SLAM is
preferred in dense environments
where surrounding objects are
very diverse and close, such
as in urban canyons or forests.
SLAM capabilities are limited in
environments where objects are
too far or not distinguishable.
Velocities and orientation
information provided by the Inertial
Navigation System (INS) are then
able to assist the navigation in
all the cases where GNSS and
SLAM are limited. Performance
can also be improved with the use
of odometer and ground control
points.
ELLIPSE-D
Already very satisfied with the
Ellipse for his indoor iMS3D,
Jérôme Ninot, the founder of
VIAMETRIS, did not look so far to
select an INS for his new innovative
project. “Ellipse INS provides
very precise velocity data”, states
Mr. Ninot. The innovative SLAM
computation allows VIAMETRIS
to rely on miniature and cost-

Ellipse-D Inertial Navigation System with
embedded RTK receiver.

effective inertial sensors while
other systems on the market
require higher accuracy inertial
systems. Ellipse sensors deliver
0.1° accurate attitude. Mr. Ninot
also chose the Ellipse-D model for
the all-in-one and miniature form
factor and the embedded RTK
GNSS receiver. “With an integrated
INS like the Ellipse-D offering a
single communication interface
and built-in synchronization to the
GNSS and Lidar, we have been
able to concentrate on our SLAM
expertise” adds the CEO, before
mentioning that less cable is
always a good choice.
A Partner for Many Tasks
Integrated into this innovative
solution, the Ellipse-D performs
several tasks. First, it provides
roll and pitch to constraint all
Lidar data, so the point cloud
is referenced at ground level.
Secondly, Ellipse-D turn rates are
very helpful, especially when an
abrupt change of direction occurs.
Indeed, orientation compensation
is required between two scans
when the Lidar is in motion. Finally,
Ellipse-D fuses in real time inertial
and GNSS information to provide
excellent velocity measurements
which are also very important to
continuously assist vMS3D internal
algorithms.
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NAVIGATION SYSTEMS

by HUIBERT-JAN LEKKERKERK

Inertial Navigation Systems
Bridging the Positioning Gap

Inertial Navigation Systems (INS) are a great help in
applications where either position stability is of great
importance, where bridging (small) positioning gaps
or improving the stability of outputted positions is a
requirement. An INS in itself is a relative positioning system
which computes position differences from a given starting
point using accelerations and rotations integrated over time.

The 3 dimensional rotations and
accelerations are determined
from 6 sensors in an Inertial
Measurement Unit (IMU). The
readings of the IMU are integrated
with position information using
an Extended Kalman Filter (EKF).
The output of the EKF is position,
speed, heading, roll, pitch and
heave of the platform. Depending
on how the IMU and positioning
system are integrated we talk
about a ‘tightly coupled’ or ‘loosely
coupled’ INS. A tightly coupled
INS requires that all raw sensor
information (including raw GNSS
range information) is available and
is relatively complicated to develop.
When done right the tightly coupled
INS is significantly better than the
loosely coupled INS where the
outputs from the GNSS (position,
heading and speed) and IMU
(heading, rotation and acceleration)
are integrated externally.
Accelerometers are all essentially
of the Micro Electro Mechanical
Sensor (MEMS) type built ‘on a
chip’. There are three main types
of gyroscope: MEMS, Fibre Optic
Gyro’s (FOG) and Ring Laser
Gyro’s (RLG). MEMS are small
and relatively cheap with a typical
stability between 1° and 5° per
hour with a few types significantly
better and some significantly
worse. If better performance is
required FOG’s can be chosen

which has a stability of better than
0.1° per hour. When even better
accuracy is required RLG’s can
be chosen with drift rates of less
than 0.002° per hour, making
them suitable for applications that
either require very high accuracy
or should perform autonomous
positioning over long timespans.
The resulting accuracy depends
on the type of sensors used but
can, for the IMU alone, be better
than 0.1° for the heading (on the
equator), 0.01° for roll and pitch
and 0.05 cm or 5% of the heave
motion. As to the position, a 1°/
hour heading error at a speed of
10 knots translates in a position
error of over 5 metres after a
minute without position updates.
Sometimes an INS is aided by
a Doppler Velocity Log (DVL),
pressure sensor or magnetic
compass to provide additional
information on movement and
direction and allows checking of
the results from the IMU sensors.
For example, a RLG with speed
augmentation can obtain drift rates
of less than 20 metres / hour.
Although an RLG or FOG will
generally give the best results
they are also relatively large and
heavy and require more power
than a MEMS to operate. Also
their price point is above those of
most MEMS. Therefore, for very

Loose and tightly coupled INS

mobile applications such as a UAV
/ ASV the current RLG or FOG INS
are not suitable and the system
of choice is a MEMS. If coupled
to a GNSS to provide (regular)
position updates, the MEMS can
be accurate enough for most
autonomous applications.

Relative size of different types of IMU’s
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Seabed

Applanix

NovAtel

iXblue

SBD-IMU-S2

APX-15 UAV

SPAN-IGM-A1

OCTANS

Height [m]

0.14

0.015

0.051

Width [m]

0.116

0.060

0.142

Length [m]

0.104

0.067

0.152

Weight [kg]

1.2

0.06

0.515

4.5

4

18

MEMS

Fiber optic

Company

PRODUCTNAME
GENERAL

Min. Voltage (AC)
Max. Voltage (AC)
Min. Voltage (DC)

9

8

Max. Voltage (DC)

36

32

Power consumption [W]

8

3.5

Splashproof casting

Y

N

Water resistant casting

Y

N

Water resistance [m]

30

Type of accelerometer
Type of gyro

MEMS
Fiber Optic Gyro

Removable from base plate

Y

Moving parts

Y

ENVIRONMENTAL

Non-operating shock tolerance [g]

40

Operating shock tolerance [g]

9

Min. operating temperature [C]

-40

-40

-40

Max. operating temperature [C]

75

75

65

Max. rotation speed [deg/s]

490

40
-20
55
750

GNSS POSITIONING SENSOR

Number of integrated GNSS receivers
and antenna ports
No. channels p receiver
SBAS differential signals
RTK Network Compatibility
GNSS POSITIONAL ACCURACY

Horizontal Position Accuracy [ RMS in cm ]
Horizontal Position Accuracy (SBAS) [ RMS in cm ]
Horizontal Position Accuracy (RTK) [ RMS in cm ]
GNSS AIDED UNCERTAINTY

Heading [deg]

0.080

0.08

0.015

Pitch [deg]

0.015

0.025

0.035

Roll [deg]

0.015

0.025

0.035

Heave: constant part [m]
UNAIDED UNCERTAINTY

Heading [deg]

0.055

Pitch [deg]

0.030

Roll [deg]

0.030

Heave [m]
INERTIAL MEASUREMENT UNIT

Accelerometer bias [µ-g]

7500

gyro bias [deg/hr]

0.05

6
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INERTIAL NAVIGATION SYSTEMS
SBG Systems

SBG Systems

Advanced Navigation

Ellipse-D

Apogee-U

Motus

VectorNav Technologies Company

VN-300 Rugged Dual

PRODUCTNAME

Antenna GNSS/INS
GENERAL

0.031

0.17

0.030

0,011

Height [m]

0.067

0.09

0.042

0,044

Width [m]

0.055

0,045

Length [m]

0.072

0,03

Weight [kg]

0.087
0.18

0.95

Min. Voltage (AC)
Max. Voltage (AC)
9

9

5

3,3

Min. Voltage (DC)

36

36

36

14

Max. Voltage (DC)

2.5

3

0.95

1,5

Power consumption [W]

Y

Y

Y

N

Splashproof casting

N

Y

Y

N

Water resistant casting

200

1

MEMS

MEMS

MEMS - 10G

3-axis MEMS

Type of accelerometer

MEMS

MEMS

MEMS - 475deg/s

3-axis MEMS

Type of gyro

N

Y

Removable from base plate

N

N

Moving parts

Water resistance [m]

ENVIRONMENTAL

2000

2000

-40

-20

-40

-40

Min. operating temperature [C]

70

60

85

85

Max. operating temperature [C]

8

100

475

2000

Non-operating shock tolerance [g]

2000

Operating shock tolerance [g]

Max. rotation speed [deg/s]
GNSS POSITIONING SENSOR

2

2

120

72

No. channels p receiver

Y

Y

SBAS differential signals

Number of integrated GNSS receivers
and antenna ports

Y

RTK Network Compatibility
GNSS POSITIONAL ACCURACY

120

250

Horizontal Position Accuracy [ RMS in cm ]

60

200

Horizontal Position Accuracy (SBAS) [ RMS in cm ]

2

Horizontal Position Accuracy (RTK) [ RMS in cm ]
GNSS AIDED UNCERTAINTY

0.2

0.04

0.1

0,3

Heading [deg]

0.1

0.008

0.03

0,1

Pitch [deg]

0.1

0.008

0.03

0,1

Roll [deg]

0.5

0.05

0.02

Heave: constant part [m]
UNAIDED UNCERTAINTY

0.8

2

0.05

0,5

Pitch [deg]

0.05

0,5

Roll [deg]

0.05

Heading [deg]

Heave [m]
INERTIAL MEASUREMENT UNIT

2

2

8

40

Accelerometer bias [µ-g]

0.08

0.08

0.4

5

gyro bias [deg/hr]
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Company

VectorNav

ACEINNA

ACEINNA

Teledyne Marine

Teledyne Marine

INS380SA-200

INS380SA-400

Saturn-INS Surface

Saturn-INS Subsea

Technologies

PRODUCTNAME

VN-310 Dual
Antenna GNSS/INS

GENERAL

Height [m]

0.031

0.022

0.022

0.1795

0.306

Width [m]

0.056

0.042

0.042

0.165

0.182

Length [m]

0.056

0.048

0.048

0.366

0.182

Weight [kg]

0.2

0.075

0.075

7.0

14.5

Min. Voltage (AC)
Max. Voltage (AC)
Min. Voltage (DC)

12

9

9

18

18

Max. Voltage (DC)

36

32

32

36

36

Power consumption [W]

2.5

0.35

0.35

16

16

Splashproof casting

Y

N

N

Y

Y

Water resistant casting

Y

N

N

N

0

0

Water resistance [m]
Type of accelerometer

3-axis MEMS

Type of gyro

3-axis MEMS

Y
4000

Removable from base plate

Y

N

N

Moving parts

N

N

N

N

N

Min. operating temperature [C]

-40

-40

-40

-20

-20

Max. operating temperature [C]

85

85

85

55

55

Max. rotation speed [deg/s]

490

200

400

300

2

1

1

No. channels p receiver

72

48

48

SBAS differential signals

Y

Y

Y

250

250

ENVIRONMENTAL

Non-operating shock tolerance [g]
Operating shock tolerance [g]

GNSS POSITIONING SENSOR

Number of integrated GNSS receivers
and antenna ports

RTK Network Compatibility
GNSS POSITIONAL ACCURACY

Horizontal Position Accuracy [ RMS in cm ]

250

Horizontal Position Accuracy (SBAS) [ RMS in cm ]

200

Horizontal Position Accuracy (RTK) [ RMS in cm ]
GNSS AIDED UNCERTAINTY

Heading [deg]

0.1

1

1

Pitch [deg]

0.03

0.2

0.2

Roll [deg]

0.03

0.2

0.2

Heave: constant part [m]
0.1

0.1

2

0.01

0.01

Pitch [deg]

0.05

0.01

0.01

Roll [deg]

0.05

0.05

0.05

UNAIDED UNCERTAINTY

Heading [deg]

Heave [m]
INERTIAL MEASUREMENT UNIT

Accelerometer bias [µ-g]

10

0.02

0.02

gyro bias [deg/hr]

1

10

10
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INERTIAL NAVIGATION SYSTEMS
NovAtel

iXblue

Applanix

Company

Spatial

PwrPak7-E1

PHINS

POS LVX

PRODUCTNAME

0.073

0.03

0.053

0,162

0,043

Height [m]

0.047

0.04

0.147

0,18

0,093

Width [m]

0.033

0.025

0.145

0,18

0,149

Length [m]

0.145

0.037

0.510

4,5

0,66

Weight [kg]

9

0

36

0

9

5

9

20

8

Min. Voltage (DC)

36

36

36

32

28

Max. Voltage (DC)

4.6

0.45

1.8

15

3,5

Power consumption [W]

N

Y

Y

Y

N

Splashproof casting

N

Y

Y

N

N

Water resistant casting

0

1

1

A8

MEMS

Epson G320N MEMS IMU

Pendulum

G450

MEMS

Epson G320N MEMS IMU

Fiber Optic Gyroscope

Y

N

Y

Y

N

N

N

2000

40

Tersus GNSS

Advanced
Navigation

GNSS-Aided Inertial
Navigation Systems
(INS)

GENERAL

Min. Voltage (AC)
Max. Voltage (AC)

Water resistance [m]
Type of accelerometer
Type of gyro
Removable from base plate
Moving parts
ENVIRONMENTAL

Non-operating shock tolerance [g]

2000

Operating shock tolerance [g]

-40

-40

-40

-55

Min. operating temperature [C]

70

85

90

85

Max. operating temperature [C]

2000

150

2

1

1

192

72

555

No. channels p receiver

N

Y

Y

SBAS differential signals

Y

Y

Y

RTK Network Compatibility

150

200

120

Horizontal Position Accuracy [ RMS in cm ]

40

200

60

Horizontal Position Accuracy (SBAS) [ RMS in cm ]

1

2.5

1

Horizontal Position Accuracy (RTK) [ RMS in cm ]

0.1

0.2

0.090

0,01

0,08

Heading [deg]

0.1

0.1

0.020

0,01

0,025

Pitch [deg]

0.1

0.1

0.020

0,01

0,025

Roll [deg]

20000

0.05

1

0.8

1

0.1

0,05

Pitch [deg]

1

0.1

0,05

Roll [deg]

0.05

0,01

Heave [m]

750

Max. rotation speed [deg/s]
GNSS POSITIONING SENSOR

Number of integrated GNSS receivers
and antenna ports

GNSS POSITIONAL ACCURACY

GNSS AIDED UNCERTAINTY

0,05

Heave: constant part [m]
UNAIDED UNCERTAINTY

Heading [deg]

INERTIAL MEASUREMENT UNIT

0.005

20

0.1

1

3

3.5

Accelerometer bias [µ-g]
500

gyro bias [deg/hr]
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Photogrammetric UAV Software

BY FRANCESCO NEX

What to Consider Before the Purchase

Photogrammetric UAV Software
The incredible diffusion of UAVs has pushed many companies and research
groups to implement dedicated software for the processing of data acquired
by these devices. The number and the completeness of these software
solutions have constantly increased with the aim to satisfy a growing and
heterogonous market. Depending on the scope of the UAV acquisitions,
the experience and technical skills of the operator as well as the available
budget, there are several affordable solutions already available on the
market. The holistic software probably does not exist but some features and
options should be considered when we approach these instruments in order
to find the optimal solution for our needs.

The software should be able to
upload and process images and
videos acquired with different
sensors. With this we include
the RGB cameras that can be
hosted in the payload, but also
terrestrial and airborne sensors
because UAV data is more often
integrated in a unique image block
with other acquisitions. When
videos are acquired, the software
should be able to optimally
extract the best frames (also in
terms of image quality) allowing
the photogrammetric process.

Example of photogrammetric software featuring DSM and DTM

Several multi (and hyper) -spectral
as well as thermal cameras
are nowadays available on the
market. Their adoption in some
applications makes use of their
efficient processing in the software,
though their resolution and
geometry are suboptimal for purely
photogrammetric processing. Their
easy integration with RGB images

can also be very valuable in several
applications.
The image processing is normally
performed according to “modern”
and automated photogrammetry
and computer vision algorithms.
Depending on the user expertise,
turn-key solutions (with reduced
options) can be preferred to more
technical and rigorous approaches.
Default parameters can give quite
good solutions in most practical
cases. However, the possibility
to modify the parameters and
their weights can be preferable
to improve the results, especially
in the most challenging cases.
Tunable parameters can be
beneficial both in the image
orientation and dense point cloud
generation phases. Even if the

Photogrammetry-derived 3D point cloud of a building site.

solutions.
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Photogrammetric UAV Software

X

automation is a priority, small tools
for adding tie-points in critical
image orientations or removing
mismatches in the generated
dense point clouds can also
be important for the effective
processing. The same is valid for
true-orthoimages and meshes
generated from these datasets:
simple manual or semi-automated
editing tools to “polish” the results
allow the faster delivery of these
products without the need for
external software like image and
3D model editors. Last but not
least, a clear focus should be given
to the results report in each step
of the processing: a solution with a
thorough statistical description of
the achieved results is mandatory
when the accuracy of the 3D
reconstruction is a requirement of
the work!

UAV applications are increasing
in complexity and the delivery of
products beyond the classical
photogrammetric workflow
is becoming more common.
Automated DTM extraction,
scene classification exploiting
both images and point clouds as
well as detection and tracking of
features of interest are necessary
in many applications. In this regard,
software capable of automatically
or semi-automatically generating
this kind of information can be very
helpful in terms of productivity.
The battery endurance and the
productivity of UAVs have largely
increased, with the consequence
that bigger amounts of data are
collected and heavier computations
are needed to process these images.
Luckily, most of the photogrammetric

algorithms can be parallelised
and software exploiting multi-core
and graphical computing can
therefore mitigate this problem.
Recent software able to support the
processing on clusters or on
the cloud can represent another
efficient solution to reduce the
computational time and increase the
productivity.
The UAV world is rapidly changing
and the software dedicated to
these applications too: the above
mentioned points are some (but
not all) of the aspects that should
be considered when purchasing
software for UAV data processing.
How to find the most suitable
solution depends on the capability
to define our priorities and assess
their implementation in the available
software.

HydRobot

For more information visit www.ohmex.com
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Racurs

Trimble

Pix4D

SimActive Inc

PHOTOMOD

Inpho

Pix4Dmapper Pro

Correlator3D

N
Windows 7, 8, 10

N
Windows 7 / Vista

N
Windows 7 or 8 (64-bit)

CPU (min.)

Intel Core i7 (4 cores)

QuadCore

N
Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8 10
- 64 bit;
Any CPU

CPU (preferred)

Intel Core i7 (6 cores)

8 core or more ( 1 license
runs on 16 cores)
4000
16000
Y
Y
N
not applicable
not applicable
nVidia Quadro ( OpenGL
quad buffered stereo cap.)
Nvidia Quadro 4000

Intel i5/i7/Xeon
recommended
4000
16000
Y
N
Y
10
100
Any

Intel i7
8000
12000
Y
Y
Y
512
512
NVIDIA® GeForce

NVIDIA

Nvidia GTX 770 or higher

3D mice; stereomonitors

not applicable

All camera support

No

anaglyph; OpenGL Stereo

All major systems supporting
OpenGL quad buffered
stereo

rayCloud combining 3D
point cloud with original
input images for multi-ray
matching.

Company

Productname

Required Computer System

System includes hardware
Operating system(s)

Min. RAM memory [Mb]
Preferred RAM memory [Mb]
64-bit version of software available
Distributed processing capacity
GPU based calculations
Min. data storage capacity [Gb]
Preferred data storage capacity [Gb]
Min. graphic card

4000
8000
Y
Y
Y
1000
not applicable
NVIDIA Quadro K2000

Preferred graphic card
Supported special hardware

Intel® Core™2 Duo
processor or higher

Viewing System

Method of stereo image separation

Images and data

Scanned analogue Aerial Photos
Digital Aerial Nadir Frames
Oblique Images
Linear array sensors
Optical Satellite Images
UAS Images
Radar Images

Y
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
N

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Orientation and triangulation

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

Automatic matching

Y

Area-based; feature-based;
cost-based (dense matching
up to 1 pt per pixel), DSM
/ DTM

Dense matching, 3D points
computed up to every pixel
of each original image.

Yes

Automatic breakline extraction
Automatic contour generation
Mosaicing of orthoimages
True orthoimage generation
Dense DSM creating capability
DSM to DTM filtering
Dense Image Matching

N
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

N
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

N
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N

Y

Automatic aerotriangulation
Automated blunder detection
Self calibration
DEMs & Orthoimages

Feature Extraction and Mapping

3D superimposition
Integration with scanned maps
Integration with 2D vector maps
Integration with 3D vector maps
Integration with point clouds
Automatic Texturing

Y
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Photogrammetric Imaging Processing Software
NorPix, Inc

APLITOP

PCI Geomatics

Datumate

Streampix 7 DVR capture
software

TcpStereo

Geomatica

DatuSurvey

Y
WIndows

N
Windows

Y
Windows 7 / 8.x, 10 and
LINUX
2.2 GHz or higher

N
Windows

Company

Productname

Required Computer System

Intel Dual Core

2048
4096
N
N
N
10
20
NVIDIA Quadro
NVIDIA Quadro

Multiple core processors
recommended
256
8
Y
Y
Y
1
100
24-bit Windows graphics
card or accelerator runnin
24-bit Windows graphics
card or accelerator runnin

Active and Passive Stereo
System

System includes hardware
Operating system(s)
CPU (min.)

CPU (preferred)
8000
16000
Y
Y
Y
50
100
None

Min. RAM memory [Mb]
Preferred RAM memory [Mb]
64-bit version of software available
Distributed processing capacity
GPU based calculations
Min. data storage capacity [Gb]
Preferred data storage capacity [Gb]
Min. graphic card

Nvidia

Preferred graphic card

None

Supported special hardware

Viewing System

Anaglyph glasses High
frecuency monitor with
shutter glasses Interlaced
stereo monitor with polarized
glasses System with two
monitors, a crystal mirror and
polarized glasses

Analglyph

Multiple view matching

Y
Y
N
N
N
Y
N

Y
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
Y

N
N
Y
N
N
Y
N

N
N
N

Y
Y
Y

Y
N
Y

N
N
N
N
N
N
N

World leading, high quality
1:1 DSM from stereo imagery
from aerial or satellite
platforms. ADS support,
and Semi-Global Matching
methods implemented.
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

N
N
N
Y
N
N
N

Y
N
N
Y
N
N

N
Y
Y
Y
N
N

N
N
N
N
Y
Y

Method of stereo image separation

Images and data

Scanned analogue Aerial Photos
Digital Aerial Nadir Frames
Oblique Images
Linear array sensors
Optical Satellite Images
UAS Images
Radar Images
Orientation and triangulation

Automatic aerotriangulation
Automated blunder detection
Self calibration
DEMs & Orthoimages

Automatic matching

Automatic breakline extraction
Automatic contour generation
Mosaicing of orthoimages
True orthoimage generation
Dense DSM creating capability
DSM to DTM filtering
Dense Image Matching
Feature Extraction and Mapping

3D superimposition
Integration with scanned maps
Integration with 2D vector maps
Integration with 3D vector maps
Integration with point clouds
Automatic Texturing
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Photogrammetric Imaging Processing Software
Capturing Reality

Vexcel Imaging GmbH

Gexcel Srl

VisionMap

Company

RealityCapture

UltraMap

PixR3 and PixR3 Air

LightSpeed

Productname

N
Windows 7 / 8 / 8.1 / 10

N
Windows, Windows 10
recommended

Required Computer System

1
4
8000
32000
Y
N
Y
0.03
16
NVidia CUDA 2.0+

Intel i5/i7/Xeon
recommended
4000
Y
Y
Y
25
NVIDIA Tesla cards with
driver supporting CUDA 6.5

1024 CUDA cores
NVIDIA GPU

N
Windows 10/8.1/8/7/Vista
Windows 7, 8 or 10 Windows
64 bit
2012 for the servers
Dual Core 2.0GHz
8 cores
Quad-core Intel or AMD CPU
20-60 cores

System includes hardware
Operating system(s)

4096
32768
Y
N
Y
4
10
Direct X 9.0c compliant video
card 256 MB
GPU Nvidia 2GB di RAM
Cuda Capabilities > 2.0
Multi GPU

Min. RAM memory [Mb]
Preferred RAM memory [Mb]
64-bit version of software available
Distributed processing capacity
GPU based calculations
Min. data storage capacity [Gb]
Preferred data storage capacity [Gb]
Min. graphic card

Y
Y
N
10000
48000

CPU (min.)
CPU (preferred)

Preferred graphic card
Supported special hardware
Viewing System

Method of stereo image separation
Images and data

Y
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
N

N
Y
Y
N
N
N
N

Y
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
N

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
N

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

RealityCapture can work
with all types of images (
DLSR, compact, mobile,
image sensors, GoPro )
automatically. It can also
register images from different
devices automatically.

UltraMap uses an in-house
developed matching
algorithm. The concept of
this algorithm is similar to
semi-global matching.

Structure from motion

Feature base correlation

N
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
Y

Y
Y

Scanned analogue Aerial Photos
Digital Aerial Nadir Frames
Oblique Images
Linear array sensors
Optical Satellite Images
UAS Images
Radar Images
Orientation and triangulation

Automatic aerotriangulation
Automated blunder detection
Self calibration
DEMs & Orthoimages

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Automatic matching

Automatic breakline extraction
Automatic contour generation
Mosaicing of orthoimages
True orthoimage generation
Dense DSM creating capability
DSM to DTM filtering
Dense Image Matching
Feature Extraction and Mapping

Y
Y

Y
Y

3D superimposition
Integration with scanned maps
Integration with 2D vector maps
Integration with 3D vector maps
Integration with point clouds
Automatic Texturing
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PHOTOGRAMMETRY

Machine-learning point cloud classification

A New Page in Drone
Photogrammetry
Pix4Dmapper is an industrial standard photogrammetry software package
that provides accurate 3D reconstruction from overlapping images. Along
with the expanding drone market, people are keen to explore new solutions
to replace or to complete traditional technologies.

Point cloud classification, an iconic
feature for Lidar point cloud, is
now also considered by drone
surveying professionals. While Lidar
provides up to four returns and
gives precise and clean 3D points,
the quality of photogrammetry

quality has been largely improved
and so have the photogrammetry
outputs.
In Pix4Dmapper 4.0, you will be
able to automatically classify their
point clouds into several groups,

Image quality has been largely improved and so
have the photogrammetry outputs
points is based mostly on image
content. It is more challenging to
classify photogrammetry point
cloud than the Lidar point cloud.
However, with the advancement
of platforms and sensors, image

such as buildings, vegetation,
roads, human-made objects
and ground. The classifier was
developed based on supervised
machine-learning technology. This
also means that the more datasets

being labelled, the better our
classifier will be. The results can
be further corrected or improved
by using the point cloud editing
tool. This feature will also play
an important role in software
development, allowing better
handling of buildings and different
objects in orthomosaic and 3D
photogrammetry point cloud.
The point cloud classification
opens up much more applications,
such as detecting the vegetation
growth, precisely removing
above-ground objects to obtain an
accurate digital terrain model and
giving more accurate measurement
for analysis.
Prevent electricity
outage by vegetation
control
Vegetation is one of the leading
causes of power line outages. It
is extremely important for energy
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companies to keep track of
vegetation growth to be able to
trim it down before it causes any
damage.
With the high-definition point
cloud Pix4Dmapper generates,
you could already inspect the
power lines from all aspects in
the rayCloud interface, and with
the classification, those extracted
infrastructures can be grouped
and digitised for more detailed
analysis.
Disregard vegetations on
top of a stockpile
One of the applications of
extracting the bare-earth terrain
from a digital surface model is to
obtain precise measurement. By
separating the vegetation or other
human-made objects on top,
the calculated stockpile volumes
become more reliable.
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By Benjamin Federmann, Benjamin Busse and
Kim Schlüter, Germany

Creating a 3D Model for Volume Calculation with Boat and UAV

Combining Hydrography and
UAV Photogrammetry
What is the best way to generate a high-precision 3D model to estimate the
storage capacity of a lake that is surrounded by mountains? Rapid weather
changes, low clouds and steep mountainsides demand a sensible approach
with the right equipment. This article provides insights into the surveying
process of a lake mapping project including the methods used to create a 3D
model for the generation of a precise map with elevation lines.

Situated at 848 metres above sea
level in the Swiss Alps, created by
an ancient rockslide and flanked
by the 2,900m-high Glärnisch
mountain massif (Figure 1), the
Klöntalersee lake is a stunning
attraction for tourists and artists
alike due its ravishing beauty. But
poets and painters are not the
only ones to have recognised the
potential of the 3.3km2 lake, which

is fed by the surrounding mountain
brooks like the Klön. In 1908 a dam
was constructed on the eastern
side of the Klöntalersee, between
Rhodannberg and Sackberg, to
generate electricity for homes and
businesses in the surrounding area.
Thanks to the bulk earth dam,
which today is 220 metres long and
21.5 metres high, the lake can hold
approximately 39.8 million cubic

metres of water, which can be used
to generate electricity during times
of demand peaks or fluctuations.
In an approach combining
hydrography and photogrammetry,
the IngenieurTeam GEO crew
planned to survey the area using
their sounding boat Surveyor, the
industrial unmanned aerial vehicle
(UAV) Aibot X6 (Figure 2) as well as
positioning technology from Leica
Geosystems to generate a 3D
model for accurate and centimetreprecision calculation and simulation
of the actual holding capacity.
Multibeam echosounder
After all the preparatory measures,
approval processes and planning

Figure 1, View of the Klöntalersee lake with the Glärnisch mountain massif on the left.
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steps had been completed, the
experts travelled with their sonarequipped vessel Surveyor to the
Klöntalersee to map the lake’s soiling
situation at a regular water gauge.
With 172 planned recording lines,
the six-metre-long vessel set sail to
create a detailed picture of the lake’s
soil using its Teledyne Reson SeaBat
8101 multibeam echosounder. The
fathometer emits acoustic signals
at an angle of 150 degrees and
calculates the depth of the water
by measuring the elapsed time
of the echo. With 101 beams per
ping at a frequency of 30 pings per
second, the hydrographs receive
high-precision data of the bed with
a graticule of 3,030 single points
per second. With an overlap of
one third of every measuring track,
the experts achieved an accuracy
of better than ten centimetres
during their measurements. But
before gathering the data, the
measuring system had to be
calibrated precisely in order to avoid
disturbance factors and to correctly
determine the results.
Adjusting the sensors
That entailed adjusting the
sensor technology before every
deployment to subtract both linear
movements of the vessel as well
as rotation around its axles to
impede any errors. A further step
for the hydrographers to obtain a
clear and detailed view of the lake
bottom was to factor the water’s
sound velocity into the calculation.
The sound velocity changes
depending on temperature and
suspended particles and becomes
especially important in lentic water.
After the boat had been launched
and calibrated, the crew put out to
sea on a 2.5-hour initial cruise to
get a first impression of the lake’s
character and began to create
the first sonar data of the soil.
Following their planned routes and
taking the lake’s depth and texture
into account, the hydrographers
on the Surveyor collected enough

Figure 2, Aibot UAV and surveying vessel Surveyor at the Klöntalersee.

information to create a point cloud
containing almost 135 million XYZ
coordinates. All in all, the crew on
the observation boat succeeded
in recording all 2,855,204 square
metres of the Klöntalersee in just
five days.
Not only rapidly changing weather
conditions and bone-chilling
cold pushed man and machine
to their limits, but the glaciated
Glärnisch massif forming the lake’s
southern shore quite literally cast
a 2,900-metre shadow and put
the technology to the test. With
the massif’s steep slopes in such
close proximity to the water’s
edge, the experts feared they
might lose their GPS stream due
to signal opacity on the south side
of the Klöntalersee. In that case,
tachymeters placed on the northern
and eastern shores of the lake
would have determined the boat’s
position. However, because of the
lake’s elongated kidney-like shape,
that would have caused serious
problems in obtaining accurate
details about the boat’s position.
Steady positioning
By using the Leica Viva GS 16
GNSS antenna on the Surveyor the

data recorded with the multibeam
sonar could be assigned to the
coordinates with centimetre
precision. Thanks to the built-in
SmartLink technology, the crew
would still have been able to record
high-precision data and receive
GNSS correction data even if the
GSM network signal would have
been lost. Thanks to 550 channels,
a state-of-the-art surveying engine
and ultra-modern RTK algorithms,
the data from both the Aibot X6 UAV
and the vessel could be precisely
assigned with the test results.
Airborne surveying of
the shores
Shore situations are hard to
capture for multibeam-equipped
vessels due to their general
design. In addition to that, the risk
of damaging the sensitive and
expensive sensor rapidly rises in
shallow water and in proximity
to the shore. In order to obtain
exact results for the volume
calculations and simulations in
spite of this, the engineers drew
on their experience with the UAV
and decided to capture the shores
and embankments via airborne
photogrammetry.
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After the lake was measured at
regular water level from the boat,
the engineers began to plan the
flights of the Aibot X6 drone.
To capture the shore regions
overlapping with the measurements
taken by the boat, it was crucial to
fly the UAV at lower water levels.
Once the level of the Klöntalersee
had lowered seasonally, the survey
with the hexacopter could begin.
To record the often angled and
steep terrain of the bank area
as precisely as possible, the
experts decided to survey each
area several times to increase
the validity of their data. After the
flight planning on the PC had been
completed and the waypoints
had been loaded onto the UAV’s
internal storage device, the ground
control points (GCPs) around
the lake were captured using the
GNSS receiver so the first flights
could begin.
Challenging conditions
Once again, the surveying of the
alpine reservoir presented its
very own challenges for man and
machine. In addition to average
below-freezing temperatures,
rapid weather changes and low
clouds, the southern bank of the
Klöntalersee with its steeply sloping
mountain walls once again posed
the biggest challenge. The UAV
had to take off from and land on a
separate boat because the steep
walls and the dense vegetation
along the shoreline made it
impossible for the pilot to operate
from the land. In addition to the
sensitive and reliable technology,
the pilot’s skills and steady hand
were particularly important.
Despite the adverse conditions,
the team from Karlsruhe was able
to collect highly precise data in 18
flights, so the dry shore strip with
a total length of over 12 kilometres
was covered within two days. With
a picture taken every two seconds
and the drone moving with 4m/s,
the experts ensured that the data

was recorded with the highest
accuracy by the camera attached
to the flying multisensor platform.
As with the recordings of the
surveying boat, it was of the
utmost importance for the UAVbased results to be accurately
referenced. For this purpose, the
Ingenieurteam GEO experts used
the Aibot HP GNSS 2 RTK/GNSS
module (L1/L2) and the Leica
GNSS receiver. This proved to be
a good combination for working
under such difficult conditions to
achieve an accuracy of 1-3cm in
georeferencing the collected data.
Post-processing the data
After all the measurements had been
performed, the surveying experts
began to process the obtained
data. The point clouds created by
the multibeam sonar had to be fed
into the PDS 2000 bearing software
to manually edit and correct them
for errors. In order to integrate the
shoreline data into the volume
calculation, all 4,400 high-resolution
images from the UAV had to be

imported into Aibotix AiProFlight
where they were merged with the
coordinates from the UAV’s log file.
After that, the georeferenced data
was edited in the AgiSoft PhotoScan
Pro post-processing software to
create a three-dimensional model as
well as a point cloud. Subsequently,
the two 3D models were combined
in the Autodesk application AutoCAD
Civil 3D to generate an exact model
of the lake (Figure 3).
Reliable 3D models
Using the data from the 3D model,
the engineers generated a precise
map with elevation lines for their
client. The engineers stepped up to
the plate and found the right tools
to get the job done, combining
two completely different ways of
surveying large and challenging
areas to generate precise results.
With the data generated by the
boat and the UAV, the experts were
able to meet their client’s needs,
whether they wanted a detailed
virtual 3D model or a printed plan
including contour lines.

Figure 3, The lake’s soil situation visualised in Autodesk Autocad Civil.
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UAS

By Jonathan McCollin

Guide to UASs: Top 5 Specs
to Consider Before You Buy
Spatial techniques and technologies continue to grow at an
exponential rate, and they hold considerable potential for
disruption. Survey-grade unmanned aerial systems (UASs
or ‘drones’) are no exception. In view of the huge number of
UAS manufacturers on the market, the profusion of options
available can seem a little overwhelming. This guide sheds
light on the top five specifications you should consider
before purchasing a UAS.
1. Accuracy
The type of survey required directly
correlates to the recommended
accuracy. Accuracies can be
classified as either absolute or
relative. Absolute (or global)
accuracies refer to the degree
to which a point on the map
correlates to a fixed known point in
a global coordinate space, whereas
relative (or local) accuracies refer
to the degree to which that same
point correlates to other points of
the same network. Large-scale
projects require very small absolute
accuracies, allowing these projects
to be tied into a coordinate system
for further analysis. For smaller
projects, relative accuracy will
be sufficient for the purpose of
the output products. Utilising
global positioning system (GPS)
techniques to acquire the location
of known ground control points
(GCPs) will greatly increase
both the relative and absolute
accuracies of the project. Ensure
that your software suite and/or
plan allows the use of GCPs or that
there is room for upgrading your
plan if the situation arises.
2. Sensor
The majority of UASs on the
market are equipped with a camera
sensor. This onboard sensor has
a direct impact on the quality of
your output products such as
digital elevation models (DEMs)

and orthomosaics. Sensor-related
factors to consider include:
Sensor Size
The larger the sensor, the better.
Large sensors allow for improved
resolution and consistent
performance in any conditions.
Field of View (FOV)
A large field of view is extremely
useful in photogrammetric
methods, allowing for an increased
overlap in the images and providing
greater accuracy in the threedimensional mapping process.
Upgradability
Different sensors allow for different
solutions. For example, there has
been an increase in the production
of UAS-compatible Lidar sensors,
providing the ability to acquire
point clouds of areas in half the
time of a terrestrial laser scanner.
Upgradability allows for additional
spatial techniques to be carried out
to improve the mapping accuracy
and quality of data visualisation.
3. Fixed Wings versus
Multi-rotor
There are pros and cons
associated with both UAS wing
types. Fixed-wing UASs enable
coverage of a larger area, offer
longer endurance and facilitate
a faster flight speed, but their
drawbacks include the need for
pilot training, high upfront expense
and an excessive amount of space
for take-off and landing. Multi-rotor

systems cannot rival the flight times
of fixed-wing UASs, but they do
allow for good camera control,
entail a low upfront investment and
require little to no training to fly.
4. Ease of Use
The learning curve for both
flying a UAS and processing the
data can greatly affect the initial
efficiency of your workflow, from
flight to delivery of high-quality
output products. Free trials are
available of most UAS processing
software packages; take the time
to thoroughly explore their features,
usability and potential performance
before you buy. This will save you
valuable time later on. Startups
such as Pix4D, DroneDeploy and
3DR are a few notable suppliers of
drone mapping software.
5. Customer Support
The peace of mind associated
with good customer support is
invaluable. To ensure a healthy
return on investment and to
minimise the risk of costly project
delays, it is important to know
that you can depend on adequate
and timely support if you should
encounter any problems during
your UAS mapping experience.
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Company

Aibotix GmbH

SmartPlanes

Trigger Composites

Topcon Europe Positioning

Aibot X6
2015

SmartPlanes Freya
2017

EasyMap UAV
2017

TOPCON SIRIUS PRO
2013

Copter

Aircraft

Aircraft

Aircraft

Aibot X6
2
30
50
1000
Electric

SmartPlanes
0.6
102
70
3700
Electric

Trigger Composites
0.35
45
90
1000
Electric

Topcon SIRIUS PRO
0.55
55
65
2600
Electric

105
45
3.4
1.2

120
10
0.8
0.2

90

6
Y

1
Y

1.4
0.7
0
1
Y

163
120
2.73

-20
40
10

-20
40
13

-20
50
12

-20
45
13.9

2
Y
From ground (vertical takeoff)
Y
Y
N

20
Y
Hand

25
Y
Hand launch, bungee ropes

Y
Hand - no catapult, etc

Y
Y
N

Y
Y
N

High Precisions GNSS

PPK, GNSS, Galileo,
Glonass, Beidou

General

Productname
Year of last update
Platform

Platform
Brand
Max. payload [kg]
Max. stay in the air [min]
Max. speed [km/h]
Max. height above ground [m]
Propulsion
Dimensions

ø / wingspan [cm]
Height [cm]
Weight [kg]
Weight of battery [kg]
Weight of filled fuel tank [kg]
Number of rotors
Transport on human back
Environment

Min. operation temperature [°C]
Max. operation temperature [°C]
Max. wind speed [m/sec]
Max. humidity [%]
Operation Characteristics and Safety

Min. ø of launch/landing site [m]
Training provided
Launching method
Automatic launch and landing
Autonomous emergency landing
Collision avoidance systems (CAS)

Y
Y

Navigation Sensors

Type of GNSS receiver and captured signals

RTK
MEMS IMU
optional PPK / RTK

Type of IMU
Correction services [PPK, RTK]
Imaging/scanning devices

Onboard imaging/scanning devices

Additional sensors

Additional sensors

Build-in Stablilsation
Sensor tilting to allow oblique views
Type of Lidar

Y
Y

N
Y

RGB Camera, Additional
sensors, NIR Camera
N
N

N
Y

N
Y

Y
N

N
N

Flight planning software

Aibotix AiProFlight

EasyMap GCS

Mavinci desktop

Photogrammetric software

Agisoft PhotoScan
Professional
Agisoft PhotoScan
Professional

SmartPlanes Ground Control
Station
Pix4D, Agisoft

Pix4D Mapper

ImageMaster for UAV

Y

Base Station

Ground computer included
Real time image and video download link
Included software and automatically
generated

Point could processing software

Agisoft, Pix4D

ImageMaster for UAV
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RIEGL LMS GmbH

C-ASTRAL

senseFly

Topcon Europe Positioning Company

RiCOPTER with VUX-SYS
2017

Bramor ppX UAV
2015

albris
2016

Falcon 8
2015

Copter

Aircraft

Copter

RIEGL RiCOPTER
14
30
60

senseFly

Electric

C-Astral
1
150
83
5000
Brushless Electric

Copter
Ascending Technologies
GmbH
0.75
0.75
60
1000
Electric

192
47
11
8

230
15
4.5
1

80
17
1.7

8
Y

1
Y

4

-5
40
8

-25
50
21
100

-10
40
1

4
Y
vertical take off and landing

15
Y
Catapult

Y
From ground

Y
Y
N

Y
Y
N

Y
Y
Y

L1&L2 GNSS Reciever

GPS

General

Productname
Year of last update
Platform

22
43
Electric

Platform
Brand
Max. payload [kg]
Max. stay in the air [min]
Max. speed [km/h]
Max. height above ground [m]
Propulsion
Dimensions

82
12.5
0.98
0.45
0
8
Y

ø / wingspan [cm]
Height [cm]
Weight [kg]
Weight of battery [kg]
Weight of filled fuel tank [kg]
Number of rotors
Transport on human back
Environment

0
35
15
90

Min. operation temperature [°C]
Max. operation temperature [°C]
Max. wind speed [m/sec]
Max. humidity [%]
Operation Characteristics and Safety

4
Y
Vertical take-off, from
ground/hand
Y
Y
N

Min. ø of launch/landing site [m]
Training provided
Launching method
Automatic launch and landing
Autonomous emergency landing
Collision avoidance systems (CAS)
Navigation Sensors

AscTec High-Performance
GPS
AscTec AutoPilot

Type of GNSS receiver and captured signals
Type of IMU
Correction services [PPK, RTK]
Imaging/scanning devices

Lidar

Additional sensors

Camera, Additional sensors

Additional sensors

Onboard imaging/scanning devices

N
Y
RIEGL VUX-1UAV

Y
Y

N
Y

Y
Y

Build-in Stablilsation
Sensor tilting to allow oblique views
Type of Lidar

Y
Y

Y
Y

N
Y

Y
Y

Base Station

Ground computer included
Real time image and video download link
Included software and automatically
generated

RiPROCESS

GeoPilot

senseFly eMotion X

Pieneering, EnsoMozaic,
Pix4D, Agisoft, Menci
Pieneering, EnsoMozaic,
Pix4D, Agisoft, Menci

Pix4Dmapper (optional)

Photogrammetric software

Pix4Dmapper (optional)

Point could processing software

Flight planning software
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Company

Animus Robo-Tek

Siteco Informatica

Unmanned Systems Group

RIEGL LMS GmbH

Kronos XF
2017

Sky-Scanner
2016

Supercam S350
2017

BathyCopter
2017

Aircraft
Animus Robo-Tek
0.8
180
90
600
Electric brushless motor

Copter
2.5
60
30
100
Electric

Aircraft
Supercam
2.5
270
120
5500
Electric

Copter
RiCOPTER
14
30
60

200
30
4.5
1.2
0
1
Y

25
18
2.5
0.7
0
8
Y

320
25
5
1.1

192
47
9
8

1
N

8
Y

-15
45
12
95

-40
50
100
99

-40
40
15
100

-5
40
8

30
Y
Catapult or from hand

1
Y
Vertical Take off

50
Y
Elastic/Pneumatic catapult

4
Y
vertical take-off and landing

Y
Y
N

Y
Y
N

Y
Y
N

Y

PPK, GPS (L1, L2),
GLONASS (L1, L2)

BD982
Applanix Type 68 (AP15)

L1/L2 GNSS Receiver GPS/
GLONASS

General

Productname
Year of last update
Platform

Platform
Brand
Max. payload [kg]
Max. stay in the air [min]
Max. speed [km/h]
Max. height above ground [m]
Propulsion

Electric

Dimensions

ø / wingspan [cm]
Height [cm]
Weight [kg]
Weight of battery [kg]
Weight of filled fuel tank [kg]
Number of rotors
Transport on human back
Environment

Min. operation temperature [°C]
Max. operation temperature [°C]
Max. wind speed [m/sec]
Max. humidity [%]
Operation Characteristics and Safety

Min. ø of launch/landing site [m]
Training provided
Launching method
Automatic launch and landing
Autonomous emergency landing
Collision avoidance systems (CAS)

Y

Navigation Sensors

Type of GNSS receiver and captured signals

Type of IMU
Correction services [PPK, RTK]

PPK, RTK

PPK

Imaging/scanning devices

Camera, Lidar

Onboard imaging/scanning devices
Build-in Stablilsation
Sensor tilting to allow oblique views
Type of Lidar

RGB Camera, Additional
sensors, Gimbal, NIR Camera
Y
Y

Lidar

N

Y
N
Velodyne VLP-16

Y
N

Y
N

Y
Y

Y

Yes
As required
As required

Ground Station

Supercam 1.0
Photomod, Pix4D
Photomod, Pix4D

RiPROCESS

N
Y
RIEGL BDF-1

Base Station

Ground computer included
Real time image and video download link
Included software and automatically
generated

Flight planning software
Photogrammetric software
Point could processing software

Siteco RS-SyncVelodyne
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atmos uav

sensefly

satlab

Datumate

hybrid drone marlyn
2017

eBee Plus
2017

satlab sla-1

site survey solution
2016

Aircraft
Atmos UAV
0.8
59
95
5000
Electric

Aircraft
senseFly
0.3
59
110
2500
Electric pusher propeller,
brushless 310 W motor

Aircraft
Satlab
60
50
200
Electric

Copter
DJI Phantom 4 Pro
0
25
50
500
Electric

160
82

110
12
0.8
0.28

180

35

2.7

4
Y

1
Y

1
Y

0.92
0.47
0
4
Y

0
40
12.5

-10
40
12.5
100

-10
50

2
Y
Vertical take off and landing,
fully automatic
Y
Y

25
Y
Hand launch

Company

General

Productname
Year of last update
Platform

Platform
Brand
Max. payload [kg]
Max. stay in the air [min]
Max. speed [km/h]
Max. height above ground [m]
Propulsion

Dimensions

ø / wingspan [cm]
Height [cm]
Weight [kg]
Weight of battery [kg]
Weight of filled fuel tank [kg]
Number of rotors
Transport on human back
environment

0
40
10

Min. operation temperature [°C]
Max. operation temperature [°C]
Max. wind speed [m/sec]
Max. humidity [%]
oPeration CharaCteristiCs anD safety

Y
Y
Y

Hand
Y
N

10
Y
Automatic
Y
Y
Y

Min. ø of launch/landing site [m]
Training provided
Launching method
Automatic launch and landing
Autonomous emergency landing
Collision avoidance systems (CAS)
naviGation sensors

Survey grade
GPS+GLONASS dual
frequency

PPK

SatLab ”Sponge” Dual
frequency RTK GPS/
GLONASS/BD
Industry standard
Microprocessor AP with IMU

GPS and GLONASS

Type of GNSS receiver and captured signals

Type of IMU

Yes. VRS, CORS

Correction services [PPK, RTK]
imaGinG/sCanninG DeviCes

RGB Camera

RGB Camera, Gimbal

Onboard imaging/scanning devices
Build-in Stablilsation
Sensor tilting to allow oblique views
Type of Lidar

N
N

N

Y
N

Y
Y

N

N
N

Y
Y

N
N

Base station

Ground computer included
Real time image and video download link
inCluDeD software anD automatiCally
GenerateD

ATMOS Flight Planner

eMotion 3
Optional: Pix4D or Agisoft
Optional: Pix4D or Agisoft

Yes, included

DatuFly™
DatuSurvey™, DatuSite™
DatuSurvey™, DatuSite™

Flight planning software
Photogrammetric software
Point could processing software
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Company

SKY-WATCH A/S

HYPACK

Soliddrone

Aeroscout GmbH

Cumulus V1

Nexus 800 UAS Lidar
System
2017

Solid X4 agri pro
2017

Scout B-330 UAV
Helicopter
2017

Aircraft
Sky-Watch A/S
0.5
150
58
3500
Electric

Copter
Infinite Jib
8
15

Copter
Solid
0.5
37
45
2500
Electric

Copter
Aeroscout
50
180
100
1000
Fuel engine

165
17
1.7
0,6
0
1
N

120
50
8.16
2.5
0
6
N

68
37
1.8
1.3
4
Y

340
120
85
2
15
2
N

-10
50
12
80

-10
40
20
90

General

Productname
Year of last update

2017

Platform

Platform
Brand
Max. payload [kg]
Max. stay in the air [min]
Max. speed [km/h]
Max. height above ground [m]
Propulsion

100
Electric

Dimensions

ø / wingspan [cm]
Height [cm]
Weight [kg]
Weight of battery [kg]
Weight of filled fuel tank [kg]
Number of rotors
Transport on human back
Environment

Min. operation temperature [°C]
Max. operation temperature [°C]
Max. wind speed [m/sec]
Max. humidity [%]

-20
45
12

Operation Characteristics and Safety

Min. ø of launch/landing site [m]
Training provided
Launching method
Automatic launch and landing
Autonomous emergency landing
Collision avoidance systems (CAS)

10
Y
Hand-launched

2
Y
Ground

2
N
Automatic

30
Y
Vertical takeoff

Y
Y
N

Y
Y
N

Y
Y
N

Y
Y

SBG Ellipse2 - D

gps/glonass/galileo

Navigation Sensors

Type of GNSS receiver and captured signals

MEMS

Type of IMU
PPK, RTK

WAAS, RTK

Yes

RTK

Onboard imaging/scanning devices

RGB Camera, Additional
sensors, NIR Camera

RGB Camera, Lidar, Gimbal,
NIR Camera

RGB Camera, Lidar

Build-in Stablilsation
Sensor tilting to allow oblique views
Type of Lidar

N
N
NA

Y
Y
Velodyne Puck Lite

RGB Camera, Lidar,
Additional sensors, Gimbal,
NIR Camera
Y
Y

Y
N

Y
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

Mission Planner

DJI Go

Solid cloud

Aeroscout ALMI Technology
LIDAR

HYPACK HYSWEEP

DJI go
Solid cloud

Correction services [PPK, RTK]
Imaging/scanning devices

Riegl laser scanner VP-1

Base Station

Ground computer included
Real time image and video download link
Included software and automatically
generated

Flight planning software
Photogrammetric software
Point could processing software

Riegl Software Buddle
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Unmanned Aerial Systems
FlyTech UAV Ltd.

Phase One A/S

SOUTH

SOUTH

BIRDIE

UAV iXU Camera
Solutions

SkyWalker X62-PPK

SkyCruiser A21-PPK

Company

General

2017

Productname
Year of last update
Platform

Copter
South

Aircraft
South

60
36
3500
Electric pusher propeller, 6
brushless motors

85
75
4000
Electric pusher propeller,
12in, foldable

166.8
72.7
5.92
4.08

120
40
4

150
13
1.55

6
N

6
Y

1
Y

-10
40
8
80

-10
45
10
90

-10
45
18
90

Aircraft
BIRDIE
0.6
60
90
2500
Electric

Copter
DJI
5.5
38
65
4500
Electric

140
57
2.2
0.6
0
1
Y

-10
50
12.5

Platform
Brand
Max. payload [kg]
Max. stay in the air [min]
Max. speed [km/h]
Max. height above ground [m]
Propulsion

Dimensions

ø / wingspan [cm]
Height [cm]
Weight [kg]
Weight of battery [kg]
Weight of filled fuel tank [kg]
Number of rotors
Transport on human back
Environment

Min. operation temperature [°C]
Max. operation temperature [°C]
Max. wind speed [m/sec]
Max. humidity [%]
Operation Characteristics and Safety

10
Y
From hand

N
Vertical Take-Off & Landing

Y
Y
N

Y
Y
N

Vertical Take-off & Landing
System (VTOL)
Y
Y

Hand Launch

Attachable module SkyLinesmini, L1/L2 (GLONASS,
Beidou, Galileo)

L1/L2 (GPS, GLONASS,
Galileo, BeiDou-2),
5Hz/20Hz/50Hz

2 Gyroscopes, 6
Accelerometers
PPK

Gyroscope, Accelerometer

RGB Camera, Lidar,
Additional sensors, Gimbal,
NIR Camera, SWIR Camera
Y
Y
South SZT-V1 recommended

RGB Camera

Y
Y

Min. ø of launch/landing site [m]
Training provided
Launching method
Automatic launch and landing
Autonomous emergency landing
Collision avoidance systems (CAS)
Navigation Sensors

RTK multi-constellation,
multi-frequency receiver
(GPS L1/L2.L5, GLONASS
L1/L2, GALILEO L1/E5,
BEIDUO B1/B2, QZSS L1/
L2/L5, SBAS L1/L5)
Integrated with autopilot
Y

PPK

Type of GNSS receiver and captured signals

Type of IMU
Correction services [PPK, RTK]
Imaging/scanning devices

Additional sensors, NIR
Camera

RGB Camera, NIR Camera

N
N

Y
Y

Y
N

N
Y

Onboard imaging/scanning devices

Build-in Stablilsation
Sensor tilting to allow oblique views
Type of Lidar
Base Station

Ground computer included
Real time image and video download link

Y

Included software and automatically
generated

FlyTech Mission Manager
3D Survey | Agisoft
Photoscan | Pix4D

A3 Pro

AIRace

Flight planning software
Photogrammetric software
Point could processing software
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BATHYMETRIC SURVEY

OceanAlpha Delivers
Innovative USV Solution
to Mining Industry
OceanAlpha’s autonomous bathymetric survey boat ME40 for hydrographic
survey has been applied to the mining industry for tailing dam surveys, in
addition to its common application in lakes, rivers, reservoirs and oceans.
All you need to do is set up the survey way-points and the boat will go
automatically with GPS navigation and acquire online bathymetric data.

Survey Challenges
Water and tailing management
is a key control process in mine
management. Bathymetric surveys
of tailing dams are important
because the pond floor under
the water is constantly changing
and the water volume storage is
therefore also changing. Local
authorities may also require mining
companies to submit the report of
TSF (Tailing Storage Facility) water
capacity. So it must support TSF in
process operations.

to acquire the bathymetry data
involving wading into water which
will inevitably bring up safety
issues to surveyors. But thanks to
the unmanned technology of the
ME40 survey boat, this solves the
problem.

Tailing pond water is usually
hazardous and toxic, with big
coverage, which makes the survey
job dangerous and needing a high
standard of work. Typically, there
will be two people on the boat
(one surveyor and another boat
operator) with a pole mounted
echo sounder and a GPS. With
large boats unable to access
shallow water, some surveys have
to be done manually in order

The Unmanned Survey
Boat ME40
The OceanAlpha ME40
has a compact hull design
(163x71x37cm) and is lightweight
(33kg) which makes it easily
transported and deployed. The
boat comes with a 200KHz single
beam echo sounder and a high
performance RTK GPS. It is also
compatible with 3rd party sonar
and GNSS devices. The survey
mission path can be planned in
software or imported from various
file formats including CAD, DXF
etc. The sounding data acquisition
and basic post process is also
integrated in the same software.
Besides, depth data can be

Hydrographic survey software interface.

Deploy ME40 in a tailings pond.

outputted for further process and
charting.
ME40 in Action
The second largest mining
company of Peru performs
regular assessments on the pond
sedimentation and water capacity
of its tailings dam and has used the
OceanAlpha ME40 boat to model
the bathymetric map and digital
sediment thickness.
The survey operator can monitor
everything about the mission and
boat running status on a computer
on shore instead of working
in dangerous water in a time
consuming way.
The results showed a significant
difference between the volume
capacity value expected by the
Mining Company Water and
tailings management (WTM) and
OceanAlpha ME40 survey results.
The data indicates water loss from a
significant amount of cubic metres.
The results obtained through the
study were determinant to improve
the water resources management of
the mining company.
Summary
ME40 survey technology has been
proved to be a great alternative
to replace traditional manned
surveys, especially the surveys
which are repeated periodically or in
hazardous water. Generating quality
data as well as reducing the running
cost and saving human lives makes
the boat more and more appealing
to mining companies when they
make survey decisions.
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USV

BY JOOST BOERS

Extending the Boundaries of Hydrographic Surveying

USVs Developing in Versatile Tools
Unmanned Surface Vehicles (USVs) are gaining terrain in
hydrographic surveying. They combine advantages of small
survey vessels with those of unmanned survey platforms,
giving them a range of applications that is likely to expand
even more. They facilitate the areas where hydrographic
survey is possible, inland as well as offshore.
Due to the size of some USVs, they
can access waters that are either
too shallow for a regular survey
vessel or difficult – even dangerous
– to access to allow mobilisation
of a manned survey vessel. This
makes them the survey platform of
choice for inshore and coastal areas
like confined lakes, rivers, streams
and quarry lakes. The surveyor just
needs access to a relatively small
area of surface water to launch and
retrieve the USV. There’s a choice of
these compact USVs which means
that a team of two operators can
manage them. The systems can
be autonomous with pre-defined
survey lines or remote controlled.
As USVs for these purposes are
relatively small and have a reduced
draught (and height compared to
the water surface), they can access
the shallow borders of these waters
with a bigger surveyed surface as
a result. Examples of this kind of
USV are the Teledyne Oceanscience
Z-Boat, the CEE-USV, the
SubseaTech CAT-Surveyor and the
slightly bigger SeaRobotics 2.5 USV.
Open Ocean and Offshore
Bathymetry
On sea or oceans, USVs can either
be used independently following
their own track for longer science
missions; or they can monitor
a big area for oceanographic
data, fisheries or security in their
autonomous mode. In that case,
solar panels or wind energy can
add to the built-in propulsion

source (either wave propelled or
using an engine) to power the
payload. AutoNaut, ASV C-Enduro
and Liquid Robotics Wave Glider
are examples of USVs suitable for
these kinds of missions. They can
access remote areas or work in
harsh environments (high ocean
states, bad weather) with no danger
to the crew as they are not on the
vessel. There’s also an example of
a Wave Glider serving as a hub to
observe air traffic in an area where
the traditional land-based receivers
don’t have coverage.
Also offshore, but more specifically
tasked to surveying for bathymetry,
USVs are used to extend the
capabilities of a survey vessel
by survey in parallel to it, saving
vessel time when surveying.
Terrasond has used this method
to survey the Bering Street for
NOAA. They were able to create
bathymetry to update nautical
charts in considerably less time
than it would have just using a
survey vessel. They also can
operate independently. The range
of the on-board fuel may then
be a limiting factor. The USVs
are like the ones used for inland
surveys but bigger to allow for
added payload like multibeam
echosounders and sidescan sonar
for advanced mapping. Examples
of these USVs are the C-Worker
5, Maritime Robotics USV Mariner,
SeaRobotics USV 5.7, Oceanalpha
ME40 or Marine Tech RSV Orca 2.

Developments
USVs find more and different
uses and over the course of time,
technology gets added to them.
There are already examples of
applications that take USVs further.
The Marine Tech Sea Observer
has the option to deploy a ROV
facilitating monitoring offshore
subsea structures.
Ocean Infinity is conducting
surveys using a survey vessel
with several (currently up to six,
three on each side) USVs that
are linked to AUVs sailing below
them. The AUVs send survey data
to the USVs that transmit them to
the vessel. Onboard the survey
vessel, the survey data can be
monitored in real time whilst the
survey swath is wide (the more
USV-AUV combinations are used,
the wider the surveyed swath
will be) making use of the depth
capabilities of the AUVs. The ECA
Group’s Inspector MK2 USV can
be used as a docking station for
AUVs and ROVs, including power
and data downloads. The USV
can also be used for faster transfer
and offshore deployment of ROVs,
AUVs and USVs.
Figure 1, Extending

Looking further into the future, new
developments could be endless
as technology will enable new
applications. It will be an interesting
time!

the swath of a
survey vessel using
USVs (and in the
case of Ocean
Infinity, also AUVs)
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Powered by:

Teledyne Marine

Marine Tech

EvoLogics GmbH

Oceanalpha

Z-Boat 1800

RSV Orca 2

SONOBOT USV

ME40

Length [m]

1.8

3.2

1.32

1.64

Width [m]

0.9

1.5

0.92

0.71

Height [m]

0.3

1.2

0.45

0.37

Min. weight of USV in air [kg]

25

250

30

20

Max. Weight of USV in air [kg]

50

450

35

Draft [m]

0.2

0.4

0.2

Company

Productname
General

Number of thrusters
Chassis

2

2

2

2

ABS

Aluminium, inflatable (semi-

2 carbon fiber floaters

High strength fiberglass with

rigid hull)

carbon fiber

Operations

2

0.5

Operational Area

N/A

Offshore, harbour, lake, river,

Launch and recovery system

N/A

Basket, trailer, helicopter

Min. turning radius [m]

2
Operating range up to 40 km

Lake/River/Offshore

By hand

N/A

etc.
airfilt
Max. speed [kn]

10

12

7

8

Min. crew size

1

1

1 person

1

Flexible grid-based path
planning, real-time navigation
control, simple launch and
recovery
Max. Remote Operating Range {m}

3000

5000

40000

2000

Gyrcompas, DGPS,

Basic: DGPS w. EGNOS

GNSS,Waypoint

Navigation and Payload

Navigation sensors - standard

GNSS

Autopilot, HP camera,

Autopilot,IMU

Echosounder

Navigation sensors - optional

IMU, Waypoint Autopilot

Anticollision system

DGPS w. RTK, custom

RTK GPS

integration, RTK Base/Rover
Payload sensors - standard

200kHz ES

50 kg, Echosounder

Basic echosounder, 0.1 m

N/A

accuracy
Payload sensors - optional

ADCP, 33/200kHz ES, side

50 kg, MBES, SSS, iLidar,

Side-scan sonar, BB single-

ADCP, RTK, side scan,

scan, MBES

ADCP, SBP, IR camera

or multi-beam echo-r

Single beam

Energy and Propulsion

Marine

Marine

Marine

Marine

24V batteries

24V Batteries

Rechargeable batteries

12~24V batteries

2 HP Max

2 x 2kW

4

12

10

4

Type of Communication

Varies

Wifi 2.4GHz / UHF 430-470 Mhz

WLAN, up to 2 km

RF point to point

Max. Baud rate [Mb/s]

15

8

Varies

Yes, in real time

Onboard data logging,

Varies

Propulsion
Energy Source
Propulsion Power
Endurance at nominal power [hr]

1 HP Max

Communication and Control

Data sent to shore

150
wireless transfer on demand.

Yes

Auto- control
Control parameters sent to the USV
Emergency recovery procedure

Waypoint plan

Yes

Yes

Yes

Waypoint plan

Yes

N/A
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inertial navigation systems
Oceanalpha

SeaRobotics Corp

SeaRobotics Corp

ASV Global

Company

ME70

SeaRobotics USV 2.5

SeaRobotics USV 4.0

C-Worker 5

Productname

1.47

2.5

4

5.5

Length [m]

0.90

1.25

2

1.7

Width [m]

0.60

1

2

1.8

Height [m]

50

55

220

1900

Min. weight of USV in air [kg]

70

140

330

2300

Max. Weight of USV in air [kg]

0.25

0.15

0.4

0.9

2

2

2

1

Number of thrusters

High Strength Fiberglass

Catamaran

Catamaran

-

Chassis

1.2

2.5

4.0

10

Lake/River/Offshore

Estuary, reservoirs, coastal,

Estuary, reservoirs, coastal,

Ocean

ashponds, lakes

ashponds, lakes,

All terrain cart, trailer or lift

Cart, trailer or lift point

4 lifting points

General

Draft [m]

Operations

N/A

Min. turning radius [m]
Operational Area
Launch and recovery system

point
8

7.5

10

12

Max. speed [kn]

1

1

1

0

Min. crew size

1000

6200

1000

5000

GNSS,Waypoint

GPS, compass, realtime

GPS, compass, realtime

GPS, forward camera,

Autopilot,IMU

camera

camera

navigation lights, horn

RTK GPS

INS, Heading GPS, RTK,

INS, Heading GPS, RTK,

Radar, 360deg. Cameras,

LIDAR, PTZ Cameras

LIDAR, PTZ Cameras

thermal cameras
To be specified by client

Payload sensors - standard

To be specified by client

Payload sensors - optional

Max. Remote Operating Range {m}
Navigation and Payload

N/A

SBES, onboard data

SBES, onboard data

acquisition computer

acquisition computer

ADCP, Side scan Sonar,

HYPACK,LIDAR, sonar

HYPACK,LIDAR, sonar

Single beam Sonar

systems, SRC cast winch

systems, water quality

Navigation sensors - standard

Navigation sensors - optional

sensors

Energy and Propulsion

Marine

Marine

Marine

Marine

12~24V batteries

Electric

Electric or Gas/ Diesel Hybrid

Marine diesel engine

1.2 HP Max

Electric

Electric

57hp

Propulsion Power

10

8

12

120

Endurance at nominal power [hr]

RF point to point

RF, WiFi, Cellular, Satcoms

RF, WiFi, Cellular, Satcoms

IP Radio

150

300

50

Varies

Yes, and stored onboard

Yes, and stored onboard

Propulsion
Energy Source

Communication and Control

Yes

Yes

Yes

Waypoint plan

Real-time, remote, and

Real-time, remote, and

programmable

programmable

Autonomous fault detection,

Autonomous fault detection

N/A

Type of Communication
Max. Baud rate [Mb/s]
Data sent to shore
Auto- control
Control parameters sent to the USV
Emergency recovery procedure

return to emergency p
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Powered by:

Company

Productname

CEE HydroSystems

Marine Tech

ALSEAMAR

dotOcean

ASV Global

CEE-USV

RSV Sea Observer -

SeaSurveyor

Calypso - Inflatable

C-Cat 3

USV with ROV

USV

General

Length [m]

1.95

4.2

1.5

1.80

3.02

Width [m]

0.72

2.1

0.5

0.8

1.55

Height [m]

0.4

1.7

0.5

0.5

1.4

Min. weight of USV in air [kg]

26

700

25

270

Max. Weight of USV in air [kg]
Draft [m]
Number of thrusters
Chassis

50
0.18

65

100

340

0.5

0.4

0.1

0.39

2

2

2

Fiberglass rugged

Aluminium, inflatable

construction

(semi-rigid hull)

2

2

Inflatable platform

GRP and rota-molded
plastic

Operations

Min. turning radius [m]

0.5

Operational Area

0.5

1

1

Offshore, subsea

Inland waterways,

2km from base

(ROV)
Launch and recovery system

Manual

Basket, trailer,

canals, lakes, rivers
No

Shore trolley or crane

helicopter airfilt

launch

Max. speed [kn]

10

10

2

4

10.4

Min. crew size

1

2: 1 operator for the

2

1

0

5000

2000

RSV + 1 operator for
the ROV
Max. Remote Operating Range {m}

1000

5000

Navigation and Payload

Navigation sensors - standard

CEESCOPE GNSS

Gyrocompas, DGPS,

Echo-

GPS, accelerometer,

GPS, AIS, forward

Autopilot, HP camera

sounder,Obstacle

compass

facing camera

ovoidance,GPS
Navigation sensors - optional

CEESCOPE RTK

Autopilot, Anticollision

Lidar

system
Payload sensors - standard

Payload sensors - optional

SBES, ADCP

MBES

50kg - ROV, MBES

Chlorophylle, Dissolved

Single Beam

Dependent on

Oxygen, pH, Turbidity

Echosounder

customer requirement

100kg - SSS, ADCP,

Slave vehicle with

Dependent on

SBP, IR camera

additional payload

customer requirement

Energy and Propulsion

Propulsion
Energy Source

Marine

Marine

Marine

Marine

Marine

NiMH battery

24V Batteries

Rechargeable Lithium

12V battery

Electric

4

2 x 4kW
3

8

Wifi 2.4GHz / UHF

3G/4G, Wifi, RC or

Wifi, UHF, LTE

430-470 Mhz

local storage

battery
Propulsion Power

48

Endurance at nominal power [hr]

10

Communication and Control

Type of Communication

Ethernet 5.8GHz

8

Max. Baud rate [Mb/s]
Data sent to shore

bathymetry, position,

Yes, in real time

Navigation, vessel

video

status and mission
planning

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Control parameters sent to the USV

Yes

Any data from the

Navigation and mission

cloud platform

planning

Emergency recovery procedure

Yes

Return home function

Auto- control
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UNDERGROUND MAPPING

senseFly Corridor Maps 30km of
Underground Pipeline in One Day
senseFly Corridor, a combined hardware and software
solution enhancement that simpliﬁes the uaV mapping of
linear assets, has been used by Gaznat sa, which supplies
and transports high pressure natural gas in western
switzerland, for the mapping of a 30km underground
pipeline. more speciﬁcally, as part of a beyond visual line of
sight (BVlOs) operation to prove that the height of the earth
above the pipeline in question was at least one metre along
the entire route.

Due to the distance that needed
to be surveyed, terrestrial corridor
mapping techniques presented
a number of difficulties, including
the need for more operators in
the field and stop-start activity
being required, either on foot or
by vehicle. Furthermore, it was
estimated that the mapping would
take two weeks to complete using
traditional methods. To streamline

the process and avoid any
potential issues, Gaznat employed
a senseFly eBee Plus RTK/PPK
with senseFly Corridor technology
to ensure fully autonomous and
precise GNSS.
Offering an end-to-end solution,
senseFly supported Gaznat
throughout the entire project, from
flight planning—where senseFly’s

eMotion 3 software and corridor
mapping ‘mission block’ were
used—to the post-processing
stage, where eMotion 3 was
utilised for PPK post-processing
and Pix4D Mapper for 3D
reconstruction and point cloud
generation.
IN tHe FIelD
Because Gaznat needed to move
from different location points, images
were acquired along an odd number
of lines. For each mapping section,
three default flight lines were used.
To ensure angular stability for the
photogrammetric reconstruction,
senseFly Corridor combined several
lines with a precise geolocation
and common key points between
neighbouring images. The efficiency
of the operation was optimised

>
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UNDERGROUND MAPPING

the flights were also shortened by
30% when compared to using a
normal, landscape-position drone
camera.

eMotion 3 screenshot showing the exact ground coverage of one aerial image, captured by
an eBee Plus with senseFly Corridor installed.

further through a flight plan created
by the software, which ensured the
exact number of images required
were collected.
In addition, the vertical camera
position provided by senseFly
Corridor’s camera integration kit
meant operators could fly the eBee
Plus closer to the ground for a
resolution down to 1.5cm per pixel,
without compromising the image
overlaps for the digital output
required.

Results
In one day, Gaznat was able to
carry out six flights from three
different locations, collecting a total
of 2,400 images of 20 megapixels,

With the help of Pix4D Mapper
software, the number and quality
of the images collected allowed
for the reconstruction of points
clouds for 600 million points, while
a 3D model textured mesh was
created for easier visualisation.
Although an orthomosaic map was
not required, it was generated at a
reduced resolution to allow for easy
handling.
Francois Gervaix, surveying
product manager at senseFly,
explained: “In addition to collecting
the data and images required for
the project, senseFly Corridor

The project was up to a third cheaper than
the likely cost of using a manned aircraft
with a 2.5cm ground-based
pixel size. Thanks to the camera
orientation, processing times after

Francois Gervaix is senseFly’s survey and construction manager and the man behind the senseFly Corridor.

allowed Gaznat to achieve an
improved spatial flexibility and
significantly reduce the number
of hours required to complete the
task at hand to just one
day. Because of this and the
efficiency of the software, the
project was up to a third cheaper
than the likely cost of using a
manned aircraft.”
Summary
senseFly Corridor is optimised for
any eBee Plus drone that carries a
senseFly S.O.D.A. photogrammetry
camera. It includes: a camera
integration kit, which houses the
senseFly S.O.D.A. in a longitudinal
(portrait) position; and a new
corridor mapping ‘mission block’
within senseFly’s eMotion 3 ground
station software. This combined
approach offers better ground
resolution, shorter processing
times and simplification of corridor
mapping.
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SERVICE
We are a fully authorised distribution and service partner of Leica Geosystems,
with a modern, purpose built service laboratory and manufacturer certified
technicians. We also carry an extensive selection of spares. Our staff are
factory trained and complete continuous professional programmes
to ensure we continue to meet the highest standards and provide
confidence in our quality of service.

HIRE

SUPPORT
The SCCS technical support team can provide you with assistance across all
equipment supplied by us ensure you avoid down time and your results are
accurate. We also provide online tutorials and guides to help with self
learning.

KNOWLEDGE

As a result of the demands made by design
engineers and architects with buildings
and infrastructure projects becoming
more challenging, we have the most
comprehensive hire fleet of survey and
geospatial equipment in the UK.

Our knowledge and expertise within the
surveying and construction industry is
second to none. Our highly trained and
professional team can advise on your
project to make sure you achieve the best
results.

SALES
Everything from the simplest
accessory such as nails or spray
paint through to the full range of
surveying equipment, robotic total
stations and GPS. We offer complete
solutions for surveying, monitoring,
scanning, and other geo referencing tasks.

DELIVERY
Our fleet of dedicated drivers
can provide next working day
delivery for most in stock orders
and same day delivery. We delivery
throughout the UK mainland
(website for details). We are part of
the voluntary Fleet Operator Recognition
Scheme (FORS) accreditation which demonstrates
our professionalism and reliability in taking safety,
conformity and the environment seriously.

COMPREHENSIVE
SURVEYING SERVICES

www.sccssurvey.co.uk

